
AKVIS Inspire AI 2.0: Turn Your Photos into Artworks Using Reference Images!

September 29, 2023 — AKVIS announces a major update of AKVIS Inspire AI, the neural networks-based
software  for  artistic  stylization  of  images  and  creating  artworks  from  samples.  Version  2.0  offers
support for the Batch Processing feature and new groups of samples in the Gallery of Styles.

AKVIS Inspire AI generates totally new artworks by copying a style of reference images. By imitating
the artist's brush strokes, color palette, texture, and painting technique, the artificial intelligence creates
works  of  art,  indistinguishable  from traditional  masterpieces.  This  cutting-edge software  includes  a
gallery of styles and the possibility to load a custom sample. The program adapts a photo to suit the
chosen style, resulting in a unique and captivating piece of art.

Version 2.0 supports the new Batch Processing feature for rendering multiple images. Users can apply
the selected style to a folder of photos or try on different styles on an image. This mode can also be
used to process a sequence of video frames to achieve a unique visual effect and artistically stylize a
video.

Also, the update includes new groups of samples in the Gallery of Styles: Architecture and Flowers. Now
the program offers even more samples to create new masterpieces. In addition, the update introduces
many other improvements and fixes.

Download  AKVIS  Inspire  AI  from akvis.com.  The  10-day  trial  period  is  fully  functional  and  has  no
restrictions.

The  software  is  cross-platform  and  runs  on  Windows  7/8/8.1/10/11,  macOS  10.12  (Sierra)-macOS  13
(Ventura), and Linux - 64-bit. The program offers a multi-language user interface.

AKVIS Inspire AI is available as a standalone application and as a plugin for AliveColors by AKVIS, Adobe
Photoshop, Corel PaintShop Pro, Affinity Photo, ON1 Photo RAW, and other image editing programs.

The product comes in Home (either Plugin or Standalone, $ 49), Home Deluxe (Plugin & Standalone, $ 69),
and Business (Plugin & Standalone for commercial use, $ 99) versions (lifetime licenses). Consult the
official website akvis.com for more details about the software. 

 

AKVIS (akvis.com)  specializes  in  the  development  of  photo  &  video  processing  software.  Since  the
company's launch in 2004, it has released a wide selection of successful multi-platform products. The
company always keeps up with the times,  updates its  products with cutting-edge technologies,  and
launches innovative, inspiring products.
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